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Grow more group of institution has collaborated with Yamaha for Yamaha training school in our grow more campus dated on 26 Nov 2014. An objective behind starting YTS is for needy student who don’t have graduation or enough money to get higher studies. Grow more campus provide a platform to take an admission with minor fees and get the knowledge about two wheeler vehicle servicing and repairing. So they can start their own business or they can directly placed by Yamaha.

On behalf of our Grow more campus we (Asst. Prof Brijesh Pokar, Mr. K.M.Mistry, Mr. Jasmin Vasaiya) were went to pune for Yamaha training from date 02/02/2015 to 23/02/2015. A faculty member Prof R.V.Gupte, Prof Patwa, Prof Kadir have given the training to us.
The training is given in four part of the syllabus which is given below.

1. Bronze

   This part contain the study of basic fundamental of S.I (spark ignition engine), valve timing diagram, difference of two stroke and four stroke engine, carburetor working, briefly discussed about the various model of Yamaha.

   This part also contain about 5 S system means
   a) Short b) stabilize c) Shine d) Standardize e) Sustain

   Which is highly effective for customer satisfaction, high productivity, high quality service, ensure delivery of vehicle in time, safe at work, bring high moral in work shop.
2. Silver Engine

This part contain the study of working of each part of the engine, assembly and disassembly of the engine, special tools use to disassemble and assemble of engine, different circuit like lubricating or cooling circuit, measurement of an engine part etc…
3. Silver Electrical system
   This part contain the study of different circuit briefly like
   a) Ignition circuit
   b) Starting circuit
   c) Signaling circuit
   d) Lighting circuit
   e) Charging circuit.

4. Body
   This part contain the study of different frame used in model of Yamaha two wheeler vehicle, brake, prepare a job card, find out problems and maintenance etc..

   It was glorious experience to work at Yamaha Training center in pune. Due to this training we got the chance to come into contact with practical knowledge and learned many new things.